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From: John Grobe I J/ 3
To: William Dean ,

Date: 9/9/02 9:03PM
Subject: Re: Meeting w/ ET on Davis Besse Risk Assessment & SDP Process

Works for me

>>> William Dean 09/09/02 01:11 PM >>>
Currently, my schedule best support extending the Thursday call - we can go 3-5 on Thursday (EDT) for
this week.
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>> John Grobe 09/09/02 01:53PM >>> I /
Tuesday is 2-3:30

M hursday is 2-3 ' t e i
/ >>> William Dean 09/09/02 12:52PM >>> fi 1

Figures - how long are these topics scheduled for? we could delay start of meeting an hour, or deal with
the routine stuff first? R l

>> John Grobe 09/09/02 01:50PM >>>
I'm OK with that too....I just wanted to be on the Tues ET brief and Thurs Kane brief on the risk

I -essment ...... they are both at 2:00 EDT

>>> William Dean 09/09/02 12:20PM >>>
I would have voted for keeping our Tuesday afternoon or Thursday afternoon, and just extending a Y2 hour
each way (1:30 to 4:30 EDT) - Since we have established Tue and THur as 0350 days, I have worked our
other routine items around that. This week, we could just go for Thursday. Next week we are on site for 2
'/2 days, so that is suffice for that week.

1r ,> John Grobe 09/09/02 12:01 PM >>>
You may be right. Should we start weekly meetings this week and do a Wednesday morning? Then we

i would rdrhv fnr the Wed afternoon aIli with th licrpnspp Woilr that work for evervone? We could

I/

1/initially set up 3 hours just to make sure we don't get bogged down (i.e., go from 4 hours on T/Th to 3
hours on Wed)?

Jack

>>> William Dean 09/09/02 10:56AM >>>
Either we cancel our meeting and make our Thursday call a little longer or go to a different time. I think
the time is near to go to weekly meetings anyway.

>>> John Grobe 09/09/02 11:37AM >>>
Bill/Christine,

I think this is an important briefing as well as the follow-up briefing later this week with Kane. Can we w(
the 0350 schedule so we can support the briefings too?
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>>> SPSBCAL 09/09/02 09:11 AM >>>
Unfortunately, this is the only time available were the ET are available.

>> John Grobe 09/06/02 01:01 PM >>>
I currently have a regularly scheduled internal 0350 Panel meeting that conflicts with this time. If this is
the only time, we can move the panel, but that affects about a dozen people so I would rather not.

Let me know.
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>>> SPSBCAL 09/05/02 01:43PM >>>

CC: Christine Lipa


